
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a systems engineer systems
administrator. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for systems engineer systems administrator

Lead the Microsoft server operating system discipline, ensure proper
interface with other engineering groups to ensure continued relevance of the
technical solutions, in-depth knowledge of every aspect of the environment,
expertise in troubleshooting and identifying problems in support of on-call
persons with Level 2/3 expertise
Lead the architectural design and implementation of Engineering devops and
production IT infrastructure
Ensure proper IT technologies, performance and capacity standards are
implemented
Evaluate and implement new technologies to improve the engineering
infrastructure
Installs, configures and maintains NU-Q's servers and operating systems
(Windows, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, VMware and others as appropriate) that
serve critical NU-Q efforts in instruction and administration
Be responsible for the backup, storage of data, applications, configuration
and application backups and disaster recovery efforts
Make adjustments on every level of the operating system to include
administering user accounts controlling the day-to-day functions of the entire
network
Install updates (IAVAs) and entire systems with demonstrated experience
configuring and managing automated build and deploy processes and
associated tools such as Hudson, Sonar, Eclipse, Findbugs

Example of Systems Engineer Systems Administrator
Job Description
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Have a working knowledge of the integration and test (I&T) and operations
(O&M) phases of a program life-cycle

Qualifications for systems engineer systems administrator

At least 1 year of experience working along side development teams
administering software delivery tools (GIT, SVN, Jenkins, Hudson, Nexus)
Demonstrated proficiency in shell scripting a plus
Software development experience in the following relevant languages Java,
node.js, ruby, python, php a plus
Bachelor’s Degree - Information Systems, Business, Related Field or
equivalent experience
A.S/B.S
Ability to interface with diverse groups (Engineers, IT, and Business
leadership), at both technical and management levels


